9TH ANNUAL WORLD MAKER FAIRE NEW YORK

SEPT 22+23
NEW YORK HALL OF SCIENCE | SAT & SUN 10AM-6PM

A CELEBRATION OF INVENTION
Creativity
Curiosity

makerfaire.com @makerfaire #wmfny18
Immerse yourself in maker culture with a bounty of exhibits, stages, interactive art, hands-on making, and learning—all showcasing the creative and experimental minds who make, play, tinker & hack.
Mass Destruction
SAT & SUN
10:30AM, 11:30AM,
12PM, 1PM,
2PM, 4PM
★ Zone 3

Coke Zero & Mentos
SAT 11AM, SUN 5PM ★ Zone 4

Coke Zero & Mentos
SAT 11AM, SUN 5PM ★ Zone 4

Power Racing Series
SAT 11AM, 12PM,
1PM, 3PM, 5PM;
SUN 11AM, 1PM,
3PM ★ Zone 2

Hand of Man Hourly, on
the Half Hour ★ Zone 3

Circus Arts
SAT & SUN,
Throughout ★ Zone 3

Dance Battle with
TURFinc
SAT & SUN 1PM,
2PM, 3PM, 4PM,
5PM ★ Zone 4

Circus Arts
SAT & SUN,
Throughout ★ Zone 3

Circus Arts
SAT & SUN,
Throughout ★ Zone 3

Mass Destruction
SAT & SUN
10:30AM, 11:30AM,
12:30PM, 1PM,
2PM, 4PM ★ Zone 4

Over 600 exhibits and 9+ stages of makers, speakers, workshops, big art, hands-on learning, and more!
Check makerfaire.com for full schedule & locations. Subject to change.
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SUN 11AM, 1PM,
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SAT & SUN 1PM,
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ELAN LEE
Game Designer, Developer & Creator; Co-Creator of Exploding Kittens ★ BREAKING COMICON ★ NYSCI Auditorium Center Stage

ADAM SAVAGE
The Ultimate Maker & Young Makers from the New Mythbusters Jr.

THE BROKEN NERD, DARRELL MALONEY
Content Creator ★ COSPLAY & COSTUME DESIGN ★ DIY Stage

BACKYARD SCIENTIST, KEVIN KOHLER
Scientist & Content Creator ★ LEARNING BY DOING ★ DIY Stage

AYAH BDEIR
Founder & CEO, littleBits ★ LOOKING BACK ON BUILDING LITTLEBITS ★ NYSCI Auditorium Center Stage

BECKY STERN
Content Creator, Instructables ★ THE FUTURE OF ONLINE PROJECT SHARING ★ DIY Stage

BOB CLAGETT
Maker & Content Creator ★ I LIKE TO MAKE STUFF ★ DIY Stage

Evan & Katelyn
Husband & Wife Maker Team ★ MAKERS & FREQUENT HIGH-FIVERS ★ DIY Stage
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Becoming a Make: Member

GET A FREE MAKEY TUMBLER
Purchase a Make: Membership or magazine subscription/renewal at Maker Faire. Don’t worry about missing any of our amazing Maker Faire stage speakers! Members can get members-only access to videos of Maker Faire speakers, as well as the complete digital collection of Make: magazine and discounts on future Maker Faire tickets. As a member, your support goes to building our worldwide network of Maker Faires! SIGN-UP AT MAKER SHED OR MAKE: KIDS KITS